
DATE LOCATION SUMMARY/INJURY/CITATIONS DATE LOCATION SUMMARY/INJURY/CITATIONS

1/4/2000 Barbour
Car crosses left of center hits CT/0/Car, 
left of center,failure to maintain control.

1/6/2000 Rt. 1 & 20, 
Upshur

Car traveling too fast for rd. conditions hit 
CT then wrecked into embankment/1/Car, 
exceeding safe speed

1/24/2000
Boone, Laurel 
Crk. Mine 
property

Roadway slick, pickup slid into 
CT/5/Pickup, slippery pavement

2/1/2000 Kanawha Tarp on CT caught on overpass damage 
to trailer/0/ No citations

2/1/2000 Webster CT lost control, overturned/0/ slippery 
pavement

2/1/2000 SR 9 Webster Truck lost load on slick 
pavement/0/slippery pavement

2/2/2000 Rt 52, Wayne
CT turning into parking lot struck in side 
by car attempting to pass another 
vehicle/0/No citations

2/2/2000 Wayne Rt. 52 Auto hits coal truck/1/car, driver license 
suspended

2/13/2000
US 50 
Ritchie/Dodd-
ridge line

CT turned over spilling load/0/CT, failure 
to maintain control
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3/6/2000 Rt 119, Boone Car hits CT while attempting to pass/0/No 
citations



3/10/2000 Rt 52/ 20 
Wayne

Pickup trk. Pulled into intersection in front 
of oncoming CT/1 Fatal/Pickup, did not 
have right of way

4/6/2000 Rt 152, 
Wayne

CT overturned, load shift/0/No citations 4/2/2000 Kermit 1 fatlity-Darlis Carter

4/6/2000 Rt 52, Wayne Tire came off CT hits pickup truck/0/No 
citations

4/10/2000 Rt 19, Mon. CT drifts into car at stop light/1/CT, failure 
to maintain control

4/12/2000 RT 20 
Harrison

Car pulls out of driveway into path of 
CT/0/Car, did not have right of way

4/14/2000 Rt 52, Wayne CT roll over/0/CT failure to maintain 
control

4/20/2000 Rt 119, Boone
Car passes CT and is hit by a flatbed 
truck/0/Flatbed trk, failure to maintain 
control

4/25/2000 Boone
CT yielding to pickup got offf roadway & 
bank gave way causing CT to roll over

4/26/2000 Rt 17, Clay CT brake failure ressulting in roll 
over/1/CT not maintained properly

4/26/2000 Rt 52, 
McDowell

Car crosses lane in front of CT. CT jack 
knifes to avoid car & collides with two cars 
following car that crossed lane

4/28/2000 Rt 52, Wayne Car attempting to pass CT side swipes 
it/2/ Car, passing improper





5/1/2000 Rt 13, Mingo Pickup backs out in front of CT/0/No 
citations

5/2/2000 Rt 3, Boone CT goes into ditch, swerved to miss 
trailer/0/CT, failure to maintain control

5/15/2000 Rt 52, Wayne 2 Coal trks side swipe/0/No citations

5/22/2000 Rt 61, 
Kanawha

Van failed to stop at traffic light, came to 
stop in intersection & hit by coal trk/0/Van, 
Disregard for traffic control, failure to 
maintain control

5/22/2000 Rt 52/5 
McDowell

Car crosses center line & hits CT/2/Car, 
failure to maintain control

6/5/2000 Rt 61, 
Kanawha

CT rear ends car at traffic light/1/CT, 
failure to maintain control

6/6/2000 Rt 119, Mon Car slide into CT/1/Car, turning 
improperly

6/6/2000 Rt 52 Wayne
Car pulled into east bound lane of RT 52 
collided with CT/0/Car, failure to yield right 
of way

6/7/2000 Preston Rt. 26 
@SR 18

Load shifted, coal truck rolled over/1/ 
Coal truck, failure to maintain control 

6/8/2000 Mingo Rt. 52 
and 13

Coal falls off truck and lands on hood of 
car/0/coal truck left of center

6/12/2000 Rt 52 Wayne
CT rear ends car/1/CT citation, following 
too close. Car citation, failure to signal



6/20/2000 Rt 79/3 
Kanawha

CT hit stopped car causing chain 
reaction/2/CT, failure to maintain control

6/21/2000 Rt 85 Boone Drive line on CT comes off, car hits it/0/No 
citation

6/21/2000 Logan CT driver fell asleep ran off roadway/0/No 
citations

6/22/2000 Rt 8-79/3 
Kanawha

CT pulled out in front of another 
CT/0/Warning failure to yield

6/27/2000 Mingo

Car lost control hit parked car knocking 
the parked vehicle into a parked CT/3/Car 
cited, expired operators, failure to 
maintain control

6/27/2000 Rt 3/5 Mingo
CT rear ended by a pickup truck/0/Pickup 
trk citation, failure to maintain control

7/14/2000 McDowell Rt. 
52

Car rear ends coal truck/4/car cited failure 
to maintain control

7/19/2000 Rt 52 Wayne
CT load shifts while crossing railroad 
tracks & rolls over/1/CT failure to maintain 
control

7/19/2000 Harrison CT left of center hit by car/2/CT left of 
center

7/25/2000 Raleigh Rt. 1 Coal truck backs into stopped 
vehicle/0/coal truck backing improperly



7/25/2000 Wyoming Cow 
Creek

Car hit coal truck on private property/2/no 
citation

7/31/2000 Rt 52 Mingo
Pickup crosses center line & hits 
CT/1/Pickup, slippery pavement, left of 
center

8/1/2000 Rt 52 Wayne

Parked unoccupied CT hit by van, then 
van spun around & hit pickup coming in 
opposite direction/2 fatal/Van, failure to 
maintain control

8/1/2000 Rt 250 Marion
Car crossed center line hit by CT/0/Car 
citation, failure to drive with due care

8/7/2000 Rt 3 Raleigh CT lost control ran into a ditch/0/CT, 
failure to maintain control

8/8/2000 Harrison Rt 3 Car hits coal truck in left rear/2/car, did 
not have right of way

8/10/2000 Boone
Wheels lock on trailer of CT & 
overturns/1/CT, failure to maintain control

8/14/2000 Fayette Rt. 60 Coal falls on parked vehicle from moving 
truck/0/no citation

8/14/2000 Rt 83 
McDowell

Drive line falls out of CT, car runs over 
it/1/No citations

8/16/2000 Kanawha-
Marmet Dock

Coal truck overturns while dumping on 
private property/0/no citation 



8/21/2000 Rt 52 
McDowell

CT hit bumper of car as both pulling onto 
road from parking lot/0/No citations

8/23/2000 McDowell

Truck van backed into path of CT. CT 
swerves out of way hits van & car parked 
on side of road/1/Van, backing improper, 
did not have right of way

8/24/2000 Rt 97 
Wyoming

Car & CT collide at an intersection/0/CT, 
did not have right of way. Car, failure to 
maintain control

8/25/2000 I-79 Harrison CT hits box van in rear/1/CT, following to 
close, failure to maintain control

8/31/2000 Kanawha Bus attempting to pass parked CT knocks 
mirror off CT/0/ Bus

9/7/2000 Rt 52,37/28 
Wayne

CTrks following car on Rt 52, car slams 
on brake turn on turn signal,CT 1 veers rt 
to avoid stopped car. CT 2 crosses center 
line & is hit by a van traveling in the 
opposite direction

9/7/2000 I-77 Auto lost front wheel, CT hits wheel/0/No 
citations

9/20/2000 Mingo Pickup entered highway struck 
CT/0/Pickup, failure to maintain control

9/21/2000 Wood
Truck rear ends pickup merging onto 
Belpre Bridge/0/Truck, failure to maintain 
control

9/22/2000 Rt 85 Boone Auto entering highway hit by CT/0/Car, did
not have right of way



9/25/2000 Mingo Car & CT sideswipe/2/CT, left of center, 
slippery pavement

9/27/2000 Mon CT rear ends car/0/CT, failure to maintain 
control

10/1/2000 Mon. Rt. 12/2
Coal truck slips off roadway and 
overturns/0/coal truck, failure to maintain 
control

10/5/2000 Mingo Rt. 3/2 Bronco hits coal truck, driver under the 
influence/0/Bronco driver DUI

10/12/2000 Harrison Car runs stop sign hits CT/1/Car, did not 
have right of way

10/16/2000 Upshur Rt. 
12/2

Coal truck slid off right side of 
highway/1/coal truck failure to maintain 
control

10/17/2000 Rt 52 Wayne
Auto lost control hit guardrail twice then 
side swiped a CT/0/Car, failure to 
maintain control

10/20/2000 Rt 39/20 
Nicholas

Car & CT both enter roadway at the same 
time/1/CT, failure to yield

10/23/2000 Rt 3 Boone CT hits utility pole/0/CT, failure to 
maintain control

10/24/2000 Wayne Rt. 22
Log truck slid into side of stopped coal 
truck/0/log truck, failure to maintain 
control

10/25/2000 Rt 52 Wayne Car loses control crosses in front of 
CT/0/No citations



10/26/2000 Rt 19 Harrison CT backed into car/0/CT, backing 
improperly

10/27/2000 Tucker Rt 219 Coal Truck rolls over/0/Coal truck, failure 
to maintain control

10/27/2000 Rt 7 Mon

2 Cars collide knocking them into CT 
which then knocks one car into parked 
vehicle/1/Car cited, failure to maintain 
control

11/4/2000 Rt 250-119/36 
Taylor

Truck pulled onto roadway strikes 
car/0/CT failure to yield

11/8/2000 Harrison Rt 20 Coal truck rolls over/1/Coal truck, failure 
to maintain control

11/13/2000 Rt 20 & Rt 1 
Upshur

CT failed to yield causing car to run off 
road & wreck/0/CT did not have right of 
way

11/14/2000 Wayne Rt. 75
Coal Truck turning left Hit in right side by 
a van/0/van, failure to maintain control

11/16/2000 Wyoming

Coal truck backed into parked 
unoccupied coal truck on Herndon 
Processing property/0/Coal truck, failure 
to maintain control

11/27/2000 Rt 3 Boone CT backing into off road space hit by 
car/1/No citations ######## Rt. 14 Logan 1 fatality-unknown per Gazette article 06-

26-02

11/29/2000 Sec. 3 
Harrison

Car hit by CT/0/ CT did not have right of 
way



12/1/2000 Wayne Rt. 52
Coal  truck hits pedistrian walking in 
roadway, dark, middle of N. bound lane/1 
fatality, no citation

12/5/2000 Wayne Rt. 52 Coal truck passing car, cuts off car, car 
hits truck /0/no citation 

12/14/2000 Kanawha 
Cabin Creek

Coal truck puts his truck in ditch to avoid 
car stopped in roadway/0/no citation

12/14/2000 Rt 37/19 Mon CT drifts back at light hits car behind 
it/0/CT, backing improperly

12/21/2000 Rt. 5 Boone Car & CT side swipe/0/Undetermined

12/27/2000 Wyoming
Car attempting to pass CT causes 3 
vehicle wreck/0/Car passing improperly

12/28/2000 Logan Rt. 119
car runs into rear of coal truck, no skid 
marks on pavement/1 fatality,/car, failure 
to maintain control

12/28/2000 Rt 52/15 
Mingo

CT jack knifed on wet pavement, pickup 
slid into CT/0/Slippery pavement


